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This fun and stylish book is full of exciting things to doodle. Add beaks and hats
to penguins, dials and lights to robots, patterns and tongues to snakes, and lot's
lot's more.
Join a group of jungle animals to discover how to spell essential and tricky words.
Wipe-clean pages allow children to fill in the spaces and trace over the dotted
letters and punctuation marks again and again. They are fully reusable with a
new thinner, branded pen attached to the covers. At the back of each book there
are answers and a section with notes and tips for parents, teachers and
caregivers. The Key Skills Wipe-clean series is structured progressively and
contains explanations, helpful hints and opportunities for practice.
Children can practice writing and number skills, spelling, math and many more
essential learning activities over and over again with this fantastic wipe-clean
work book.
This fun gift pack comes in a carrying case with Velcro enclosure, and include
four preschool titles introducing early school concepts with lots of opportunities
for practice on the wipe-clean pages.
Using the special pen provided, preschool children can trace over the lower case
letters, wipe off and repeat. Little ones need lots of practice controlling a pen as
they start writing and this book allows endless opportunities for that. Friendly
monsters take children through the whole alphabet, one step at a time.
- Mastering pen control is a key skill for children to learn as a first step towards
learning how to write.- Starting Pen Control is full of exercises and activities for
children to complete, beginning with simple line drawing and progressing to more
complex dot-to-dot puzzles, trails and mazes as they grow in confidence with
their pen skills.- Pages wipe clean, and the book comes with a wipe-clean pen,
so that all of the exercises can be completed, wiped away and repeated.- Spiralbinding allows the pages to lie flat, making the book easy to use.
This appealing wipe-clean book is a perfect way for young children to develop
their pen control and practise reading and writing simple words. On every page
there are letters, words and pictures to trace over with the special pen and the
activities can be completed again and again. The lively illustrations and friendly
characters keep children engaged and make learning fun. At the back of the book
there are notes and tips for grown-ups, a useful fold-out letter formation guide
and links to recommended websites.
Includes wipe-clean pages and a special pen, loaded with special activities to
help children learn their first numbers. This title includes each activity that is
specially designed to help children learn to count, either by themselves or with
the help of a parent or carer.
Use this book to help your child develop fine motor control skills while learning how to draw
simple objects-- Cover.
Young children need plenty of practice in pen-control - an essential skill they must learn before
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starting to form letters and numbers. This fun activity book is full of ocean-themed activities,
encouraging children to join the dots, spot differences, solve mazes and trace the dotted lines
with the special pen provided, then wipe clean and repeat. Part of the hugely successful
Usborne Wipe-clean series, offering little children fun ways in which to practise their pen
control as they get ready for writing. Also in this series: Farm Activities, Holiday Activities,
Pirate Activities, Castle Activities, Christmas Activities, Dinosaur Activities, Garden Activities,
Space Activities and Travel Activities.
For preschool children. Before they can learn to write, little children need lots of practice with
pen control, and this book provides plenty of opportunities for that, as they can complete the
various activities again and again, using the special wipe-clean pen provided. Includes mazes,
dot-to-dot, things to draw and more. Perfect for children who are about to start school, and who
will be expected to be able to hold a pen and write their own name before they do so.
This delightful book is full of fun mazes-a perfect way for little children to learn pen control.
This engaging book provides lots of practice for children who are learning how to count. The
numbers are introduced one by one and there is a gentle progression through the book
allowing children to practise what they already know before moving on to more challenging
activities. The wipe-clean pages allow children to practise again and again. Illustrations: Full
colour throughout
A practical box of wipe-clean cards children can practice writing words on. Includes a wipeclean pen, so children can rub out any mistakes and practice over and over again. A new take
on flashcards beautifully packaged in a handy box. 30 cards
• Wipe-clean pages. • Great early learning books. • Includes high-quality wipe-clean pen.
A friendly introduction to basic letter-sounds, helping children learn to write letters and simple
words by writing over the dotted lines with the special pen provided. Wipe-clean and repeat
until practice makes perfect! Fully supports the UK Government's Letters and Sounds
programme and phonics teaching in schools.

Before they can learn to write, little children need lots of practice with pen control,
and this book provides plenty of opportunities for that, as they can complete the
various activities again and again, using the special wipe-clean pen provided.
Includes mazes, dot-to-dot, things to draw and more.
A colourful activity book full of Christmas scenes with mazes, dot-to-dots and
drawing puzzles to help little children develop the pen control skills that are
essential for learning to write.
Help your preschooler master tracing and pen control skills with this colorful,
practical and fun wipe-clean book. The sturdy board pages are full of great
exercises and activities for your child to complete, helping them to develop these
key first skills which lead to the ability to form letters and numbers before learning
to write. The special pen included with the book allows all the exercises to be
done over and over - simply wipe away with a cloth and try again!
This fun book is a perfect way to introduce young children to simple addition and
subtraction, allowing them to practise time and time again using the special pen
on the durable wipe-clean pages. There are numbers and pictures to trace over
on every page to develop pen control and practise early maths skills. The lively
illustrations and friendly characters keep children engaged and make learning
fun. At the back of the book there are notes and tips for grown-ups, a useful foldout number formation guide and links to recommended websites.
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The perfect way to learn the alphabet and develop pen control whilst having fun!
Notes on the inside back cover show adults how to use the book, encouraging
children to trace shapes and letters with their finger and then with a pen. Children
can enjoy and benefit from repeat practice as they trace the letters, familiarise
themselves with the alphabet sounds and see their own progress in starting to
write.
The ideal first activity book for toddlers, Dot to Dot for Tiny Tots is full of simple
dot-to-dot exercises and maze puzzles, which help young children develop their
fine motor and problem-solving skills, as well as number recognition.
Synopsis coming soon.......
A book filled with dinosaur facts and stencils includes a marker for writing each
dinosaur's name.
With wipe clean pages, reusable dry erase exercises, and adorable baby
animals, My First Learn-to-Draw activity workbooks are the perfect gift for ages
3-6! Includes: 25 wipe-clean activities in a reusable and durable write and wipe
format: each page can be drawn on again and again! One dry erase marker: for a
ready-made drawing kit 4 simple steps: each drawing has four easy steps,
perfect for ages 3-6 to follow Introducing a brand new series of My 1st Learn-toDraw books that encourage 3-6 year-olds to learn how to draw. With clearlyillustrated steps and space for the child to create their own drawings, this wipeclean learning activity workbook helps budding young artists perfect their skills.
Made a mistake? No problem! Wipe it away, and use your wipe clean marker that
is included to start over again. This Learn-to-Draw Baby Animals workbook
features: 25 wipe-clean baby animal projects: perfect for kids who love puppies,
kittens, chicks, and other cute baby animals Non-stop fun: specially designed
reusable format provides endless hours of entertainment and screen-free time
Vital skill building exercises: encourages creativity and confidence while helping
children develop important motor skills and hand-eye coordination The perfect
gift: makes a great holiday gift, Easter basket item, preschool or kindergarten
craft, or birthday gift for girls and boys who have an interest in drawing!
Allows children to trace over the dotted letter-shapes again and again, helping
them to develop important pen-control skills and practice letter formation skills.
This title helps with reading and literacy skills as well as letter formation.
This book is a perfect way for children to learn all about shapes and patterns.
Eight common shapes are introduced with their names and features and there
are lots of ideas for adding patterns to pictures. The activities provide endless
pen control practice, and the wipe-clean pages allow children to re-visit each
activity again and again. Illustrations: Full colour throughout
This book is perfect for children who are starting to learn how to write capital
letters. The letters are grouped by shape which helps children remember where
to start each one, and the images are linked to each letter sound to reinforce the
link between handwriting and phonics. The wipe-clean pages allow children to
practise again and again. Illustrations: Full colour throughout
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With bright illustrations and friendly animal characters, this lively book is a perfect
way for children to develop their fine motor skills. The fun activities encourage
pen control, and there are lines, loops, swirls and trails to trace or copy, all
shapes children will need to make when they come to write their first letters.
Titles in the increasingly popular Early Years series are perfect for children aged
3 to 5 years. They support the 'Early Years Foundation Stage' framework that is
used in nurseries and schools. A fold-out page at the back of the book includes
notes for grown-ups, tips on how to achieve the correct pen hold and ideas for
lines and patterns to draw. Durable wipe-clean pages and special pen allow
children to complete the activities again and again until they feel confident.
This lively, interactive book welcomes young children to a maze-filled monster
park. Children will gain confidence in problem-solving and pen control as they
help the monsters find their way through the mazes. The durable, wipe-clean
pages allow children to try out the mazes again and again, and there are fun
things to spot on every page. Offers practice in important early learning skills in a
humorous, playful way. Part of the hugely successful Usborne Wipe-clean series
featuring a collection of endearing but slightly goofy monsters. Comes with a
special wipe-clean pen which is very satisfying to write with, and easy to wipe off
the shiny pages.
Wipe-Clean First DrawingWipe-Clean
Help preschoolers master tracing and pen control skills with this colorful, practical
and fun wipe-clean book. The sturdy board pages are full of great exercises and
activities for children to complete, helping them to develop key first skills which
lead to the ability to form letters and numbers before learning to write. The
special pen included with the book allows all the exercises to be done over and
over. Full color. Consumable.
Reduced versions of Farmyard Tales Sticker Book, Farmyard Tales Colouring
Book, Farmyard Tales Activity Book & Farmyard Tales Sticker Storybook.
Young children need plenty of practice in pen-control - an essential skill they
must learn before starting to form letters and numbers. This fun activity book is
full of jungle-themed activities, encouraging children to join the dots, spot
differences, solve mazes and trace the dotted lines with the special pen provided,
then wipe clean and repeat. Illustrations:Full colour throughout WARNING! Not
suitable for children under 36 months because of small parts. Choking hazard.
Ink from pen may not be washable.
This fun book is a perfect way for young children to improve their basic number
recognition and counting skills. With the help of a group of friendly monsters,
children will learn to be confident with first numbers as they complete the
entertaining activities again and again. Not suitable for children under 36 months
because of small parts.
This super wipe-clean book gives young children essential practise holding a pen
and learning to make it do what they want it to do. A variety of fun puzzles will
help develop vital preschool skills as well as providing fun and entertainment. Not
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suitable for children under 36 months because of small parts.
Engaging activities provide endless opportunities for pen control practice.
Children can trace over and add their own marks and drawings to the scenes
while developing the fine motor skills they will eventually need for writing. There
are lots of ideas for things to draw on each page and the fold-out page at the
back can be left open for further inspiration.
3 years +
Allows children to repeat simple sums again and again. This book introduces
simple additions and subtractions which can lay solid foundations for numeracy.
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